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Change of
Are doctors We could use some Will Rogers common sense today
plans caused
running too
by kittens
many tests?
By Janice R. Edwards

He traveled around the globe three
times, made 71 films (50 silent and
21 talkies), and wrote over 4,000
columns (and this is when you had
to type them with a typewriter). He
promoted aviation with the famed
pilot, Wiley Post.
Will wrote, ”I joked about every
prominent man of my time, but
I never met a man I didn’t like.”
And that was true. He had a way
of saying things that would make
people take a good hard look at
themselves, and still laugh. He
understood people. “It’s great
to be great, but its greater to be
human,” he said.
And his views on politics are just
as poignant today as they were in
the 1930s, as you can see in the
following quotes:
“Everything is changing in

The Bulletin

By Ernie Williamson
The Bulletin

Enough was enough.
I realize that as a paraplegic I
require more medical tests than
most 72-year-olds. But things were
cascading out of control. I began
to wonder if so many medical tests

The View from My Seat
were actually unhealthy. Definitely
too much anxiety. And maybe too
much radiation.
Feeling as if I were in a medical
maze with no way out, I questioned
my urologist, who just happened
to be the next doctor on my routine
appointment schedule.
He wanted me to take my annual
uroflow test, a test I had taken and
(Continued on Page 8)

I ventured
into building
a carport

By Edward A. Forbes
The Bulletin

I needed a carport and decided to
venture into the convoluted world of
getting one, deciding which one to
buy and dealing with subcontractors,
city codes, permits and one very
uncooperative tape measure.
I enclosed my garage and
converted it into a computer/family
room. It’s been great for my children
and grandchildren, but it’s been
16 years without a garage, or
more importantly, a shelter for my
vehicles. I have two that I would love
to stretch their longevity as far as
possible. My quest had begun.
I started at a local business
that sells a fairly large selection

(Continued on Page 8)

So much hatred and turmoil in
the world these days makes me
wish for a simpler, happier time in
our nation’s past. It made me think
of one of my childhood heroes,
Will Rogers.

Memories are made of this

I know a lot of you reading this
have no idea who he was since
he lived from November 4, 1879
– August 15, 1935. Take a minute
with me and discover him and
some of the things he said. Then,
I think you’ll agree, we need Will
Rogers.
Will was born into a Cherokee
family in Indian Territory – now
Oklahoma. He was a cowboy,
an entertainer, a humorist and a
syndicated newspaper columnist.

(Continued on Page 7)

Exploring San Antonio with teens, charge cards

By Jase Graves

Special to The Bulletin

To visitors from all over the
world, the city of San Antonio is
a salsa-infused melting pot of
Texas history, art, and culture. To
the delight of my three daughters,
however, it is so much more. In
fact, they could do without the
history, art and culture altogether
as long as they’re within walking
distance of a Starbucks, a fashion
retail center, and an appropriate
backdrop for a cute selfie.
Luckily for them, San Antonio
has it all, and all of it accepts my
credit cards.
On past trips, my family toured

famous sites like the River Walk and
the Alamo, where we supported the
industry responsible for those fake
coonskin caps that wind up in yard
sales throughout the country. So this

summer, we wanted to get off the
beaten path and find new ways to
deepen our debt.
We arrived in The Alamo City
just in time to check in to our hotel,
overwhelm the porter with the magnitude of our luggage, and make it
to our first attraction - an outdoor
light show called “The Saga.”
This captivating presentation
displays an animated history of San
Antonio, projected onto the towering facade of the San Fernando
Cathedral while you view it from
the crowded plaza, seated in a
puddle of (mostly) your own sweat.
As with any event of educational

(Continued on Page 6)

By John Toth
The Bulletin

I pulled up to the hideaway as I
have done many times before, and
set about to unload the car. As I
went past my backup car that I park
in the driveway, I saw a little gray
kitten head poking out from behind
the driver’s side front tire.
Then it disappeared.

Ramblings
Looked liked a momma cat gave
birth to at least two kittens on the
property while we were gone. We
decided to go about our business
and allow the cat family to do the
same.
Momma cat stayed away until we
called it a night. We left some food
out for her, since she was still nursing. By the next morning, the food
disappeared, and so did momma
cat.
I started to get the mower ready.
As I walked out the back door, I
heard a loud, shrill kitten meow and
saw the little blackish and white
noise-maker by the shed. He was
looking for momma and a meal.
That was not the same kitten I

(Continued on Page 4)
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Brazoria Lions Club takes new aim at annual gun raffle
The Brazoria Lions Club is
beginning its sale of raffle tickets
for the annual gun raffle.
Again this year, the event will
offer four large prizes in addition
to the traditional long guns: 96
hunting rifles (no shotguns this
year), a Toro Time Cutter Zero
Turn Mower, a 360 Z Zero Turn
Mower, a STX Series Lawn Tractor and a Polaris Sportsman 450
4x4.
The sale of tickets has begun,
continuing until the drawing on
Thursday, Dec. 12. beginning
with a social at 6 p.m. at the
Brazoria Heritage Foundation
Lloyd Thomas Gymnasium (205
N Nevada) in Brazoria.
This is the Brazoria Lions
Club’s major fundraiser for the
year, and proceeds benefit local
Brazoria Lions Club projects.
Raffle tickets are $20. each or
6 for $100. and can be bought
from any Brazoria Lions Club
member. Only 5,000 tickets will
be sold.
Tickets are available from any
Brazoria Lion. Information on the
locations where tickets will be
sold is forthcoming. Days, times
and locations of sales will be
announced later.
Purchase of a raffle ticket also
entitles the ticket-holder to a
barbecue sandwich, chips and
a drink at the drawing Dec. 13.
There will be no take-outs. Live
auction, silent auction, and other
chances to win or bid on other
prizes will be offered at the event.
All prizes are listed on the raffle

ticket and all MUST be claimed
within 30 days of the drawing.
Winners will have choices of
calibers on model drawn on hand
– first come, first choice.
All gun winners must pass a
NICS background check. Winners

of mowers and Polaris UTV are
responsible for any tax, title or
license associated with prize.
Winners need not be present to
win. Get your tickets before they
run out. For more information,
call: 979-798-4444.

What was the worst hurricane to hit Texas?
The Great Galveston Storm came ashore the night of Sept. 8, 1900,
with an estimated strength of a Category 4. It remains the deadliest natural
disaster and the worst hurricane in U.S. history. From 6,000 to 12,000
people died on Galveston Island and the mainland. Texas’ most advanced
city was nearly destroyed. Forecasting was primitive in those days – they
relied on spotty reports from ships in the Gulf of Mexico. Citizens of
Galveston had no idea that it was a monster.

Strange but True
By Bill Sones
and Rich Sones, Ph.D.
CAN HUMANS REPRODUCE
IN SPACE?
Q. As humans look to explore
and colonize Mars and other planets, daunting challenges exist for
long-term sustainability: Is reproduction possible in outer space?
A. First, the harsh reality:
“Space is a hostile place, even for
trained astronauts,” says Amber
Jorgenson in “Discover” magazine. The toll on bone density and
muscle mass has been considerable. “And cosmic rays, ubiquitous
in space and within space stations,
cause cancer and tissue disease,
and would eventually prove
damaging to DNA and the nervous
system, too.” Furthermore, without
gravity, just getting a couple
together to “do the deed” might be
difficult, and then functional sperm
and egg cells would need to work
in perfect synchrony to kick-start a
pregnancy. How such an environment would affect the human
reproductive system is unknown.
In earlier experiments, fish,
roundworms, frogs and salamanders all managed to produce
healthy offspring. But on an
18.5-day mission, the mammals involved - male and female
rats - either uncharacteristically

chose not to have sex or failed to
fertilize. Recently, reproductive
biologist Joseph Tate embarked on
Micro-11, launching frozen human
sperm into space. In an International Space Station lab, astronauts thawed the samples and
mixed them in a chemical cocktail
that got the sperm to act as if they
were heading toward an egg. Film
of their movements is currently
under review. But once Micro-11 is
complete, Tate plans to look at the
next cosmic conundrum: female
fertility in space.
Stay tuned for more on our
“cautious crawl” toward becoming
an interplanetary species.
DON’T PACK YOUR BAGS TO
MARS YET
Q. Though Earth and Mars are
neighbors, conditions on the two
planets differ drastically. As “Discover” magazine puts it, “When
stacked up, life on Mars might
make you rethink your dream of
becoming an astronaut.” How so?
A. Mars, the fourth planet from
the sun, sits some 143 million
miles away, with an average surface temperature of -81 degrees
F., reports the magazine’s Amber
Jorgenson. The Earth at 93 million
miles away averages a comfortable 57 degrees F., with gravity
2.66 times that of Mars. And
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whereas the Earth boasts abundant, flowing water on both the
surface and below, on Mars, only
water ice exists on the surface and
underground, with tiny amounts of
water vapor in the atmosphere.
Regarding the atmosphere of
the two planets, major Martian
components include carbon dioxide (95%), nitrogen (2.7%) and
oxygen (0.13%). Earth’s atmosphere, on the other hand, has
77% nitrogen, 21% oxygen and
a mere 0.038% carbon dioxide.
Finally, consider average radiation
exposure, computed in millisieverts (mSv): The Earth has 3.1
mSv a year, where 1 mSv equals
about three chest x-rays. Mars
has some 267 mSv!
When all stacked up, a would-be
Martian “homesteader” would face
daunting challenges indeed.
HOW HIPPOS HELP THE
ENVIRONMENT
Q. What vital role do hippos
play in maintaining the health of
their habitat?
A. Every evening, hungry
hippos eat around 40 kilograms
(88 pounds) of grass and other
plants rich in silicon dioxide, or
silica; then the next day, “they laze
in the water, where they digest and
excrete it,” reports Ruby Prosser
Scully in “New Scientist” magazine. When Jonas Schoelynck
of the University of Antwerp and
his team studied 80 hippos in a
stretch of the Mara river in southwest Kenya, they found that the
animals transported 400 kilograms
of silica a day, or 76% of the total
moved throughout the ecosystem
(“Science Advances”).
Single-celled algae in the river
depend on that silica, and they, in
turn, provide food for other plants
and animals.
As Schoelynck says, “Hippos
act as a kind of conveyor belt,
transporting silica from land to
water.”
(Send STRANGE questions to brothers
Bill and Rich at sbtcolumn@gmail.com)

Use Kennel Dip® to treat
fleas, ticks, manage stable
flies & mosquitoes where
they breed. At Tractor Supply.
www.kennelvax.com
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Kitten feeding is messy at first, but we learned quickly
(Continued from Page 1)

saw the day before. I looked under
the car. There was the little gray
one. She was trying to hide in the
inner rim of the front wheel. Then
she decided to come out, hungry
and dirty. I put both kittens in an
oil-changing pan I found nearby and
took them into the house.

I looked all around the car and
under the hood to make sure there
were no more kittens using my car
as a home.
“They’ll probably die if we leave
them out here,” I said to Sharon.
“Let’s foster them and then find a
home for them.”
We needed kitten milk replace-

I THINK I’M SOMEWHERE IN THE TIME-SPACE CONTINUUM, DUDE: A sheriff’s deputy found a man, who had huffed 18 cans
of dusting spray, sitting in the driver’s seat of his car in the parking lot of a
Walmart in Flagler Beach, Fla., staring blankly out of the front window. He
was conscious but unable to answer simple questions like what city they
were in. (He said, “Atlanta.”) He also couldn’t identify the country’s current
president.
IT NEEDS ONE MORE RINSE: After having her car cleaned in
a New Jersey car wash, a woman hit the gas instead of the brake and
drove directly across the street and into the Hackensack River.
WATCH OUT, BELOW!: As Georgia Bureau of Investigation officers
arrived to raid their high-rise apartment in Atlanta, a man and a woman
threw multiple kilograms of meth off the balcony onto the street below.
Their efforts to appear innocent were foiled when the agents seized five
kilograms of meth and more than13 pounds of marijuana from the apartment as well as the discarded contraband down on the street.
I THINK I CAN GET AWAY … OH, NO! A burglary suspect
led police on a high-speed chase through Happy Valley, Ore., blowing through stop signs and refusing to pull over even after spike strips
punctured his tires. He turned into a business complex, where he started
to lose control of the vehicle, hitting curbs and a retaining wall before
jumping out of the still-moving vehicle, which then ran him over.
HEY, WHAT’S THAT UP AHEAD? … CRASH!: A teenager
rammed a police cruiser outside Melbourne, Australia, because he was
smoking marijuana with his friends, and the smoke was so thick in his car
that he couldn’t see.
HA HA, WATCH THIS, COPPER! OH NO! Despite the fact that
he was riding a stolen dirt bike, a young man popped a wheelie right in
front of a police officer in Allentown, Pa., and then crashed into a fence.
HOLD IT RIGHT THERE, ELVIS: A man who had flown from
Bogota, Colombia, was arrested at Barcelona Airport with half a kilo of
cocaine taped to his head and hidden under his oversized toupee.
THAT WAS REALLY BAD TIMING, LOVER BOY: A woman,
who entered into a sham marriage in a ruse to gain legal status for a man,
volunteered to show a skeptical immigration agent the text messages in
her cell phone to fool him into thinking the fake marriage was legit. Alas, a
text message arrived just then, but from her boyfriend – not her “husband”
– remarking that the two had recently had “the best sex ever.” The woman
broke down and admitted her lie.
I’M JUST NOT MYSELF TODAY: A woman, clad only in her underwear and “under the influence of crystal methamphetamine,” shattered
the front window of the living room of her home in Kingston Ontario, and
threw a vacuum cleaner at her brother’s head when he tried to stop her.
She followed him outside, attacked a parked car with a pitchfork, and tried
to “hide in a small plastic children’s pool” when the police came to get her.

ment formula, bottles, syringes and
a carrier, all of which we successfully located at the closest Wal-Mart.
We also needed to learn how to do
this feeding and fostering stuff, so
we looked it up on the Internet.
We rushed back from Wal-Mart,
worrying about how hungry the
kittens were. Then the first feeding
began – messy. The kittens were
looking for momma cat’s nipple and
got a plastic syringe tip. I think more
formula went on them than in them,
as both sides were trying to figure
out what they were supposed to do.
But, the kittens got fed and
started purring. We did something
right, apparently.
The momma cat came around,
but ran away when she saw us and
jumped over the fence. It became
apparent that if we didn’t feed
these kittens, they were not going
to eat. We were not leaving, so the
momma cat did.
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“They can’t go tinkle on their
own,” Sharon said. You have to rub
on their bottom area.”
I never could get either one of
them to go, but Sharon became
good at it. She got her information
off the Internet. Luckily, our connection happened to be decent at the
time.
The kittens were about three
weeks old when we found them. We
have had cats for many years, but
we never took care of kittens that

were still nursing. We were reading
and learning, and eventually we
became pretty good at it. The feedings became less messy.
All of our cats have been strays
that we took in after they showed
up at our front door. I even got a
beautiful feral tabby cat to trust me,
and he eventually moved in with
us. But after the last ones died, no
strays showed up.
Not until I pulled into the driveway
at the hideaway.
(To be continued)

DID YOU KNOW?
• It’s possible for young feral kittens to become house pets, with proper
socialization to humans. However, adult feral cats cannot be turned into pets.
If you find an adult feral cat, do not try to turn it into a pet. Don’t take them to
a shelter either; they have a high risk of being euthanized.
• If you stop feeding the feral cats, the notion that they will just go away is
false. They tend to come closer as they grow increasingly desperate to find
something to eat. They often rely on the kindness of humans.
• Try to get two kittens to ensure happy times. Siblings are the best bet,
but any two of the same age can form close bonds.
• Other than siring as many kittens as possible, tom cats don’t tend to get
involved in the raising of the kittens.
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Angleton Exchange Club sponsors ‘Patriot Day’ Sept. 11
Albert (Bob) Fried, president of
the Exchange Club of Angleton,
announced the club will be sponsoring a “Patriot Day September
11th Remembrance.”
The event will begin at 8:30 a.m.
that day at the Veteran’s Gazebo
Park on Chenango Street in
Angleton.
“In keeping with the ideals of
Exchange, our club wanted to
make sure the Angleton community
had a venue for remembrance and
reflection upon the events of Sept.
11, 2001. It will be a solemn time
for our community as Americans
to renew our vow to “never forget,”

said Fried.
“We invite the community to
join us that morning for a short
program. There will be prayer,
presentation of the colors by the
Sheriff’s Dept. Honor Guard, singing of the National Anthem, the
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag,
and a special presentation by
County Court-at-Law Judge Greg
Hill.” he said.
“Everyone that attends will
receive an American flag,” Fried
concluded.
The Exchange Club of Angleton,
chartered in 2003, and a part of
the National Exchange Club known

as “America’s Service Club,” is a
group of men and women working
together to make their community a better place to live through
programs of service in Americanism, Community Service, Youth
Activities, and its national project,
the Prevention of Child Abuse.
The Angleton Club meets the
third Thursday each month at noon
in the First Presbyterian Church
Fellowship Hall at 130 S. Arcola in
Angleton. Visitors are welcome.
For more information about the
Exchange Club of Angleton, or
Exchange in general, call (979)
864-1838.

The day America was attacked

• Of the 2,977 victims killed in the Sep. 11 attacks, 412 were emergency
workers in New York City who responded to the World Trade Center. This
included: 343 firefighters (including a chaplain and two paramedics) of the
New York City Fire Department (FDNY).
• Construction of the North Tower at One World Trade Center began in
1966 with the South Tower at Two World Trade Center. When completed
in 1972, 1 World Trade Center became the tallest building in the world for
two years, surpassing the Empire State Building after its 40-year reign.
• The dust from the collapsed towers was extremely toxic. Much of
the debris resulting from the collapse of the Twin Towers was pulverized
concrete, which is known to cause silicosis upon inhalation.
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Scooters, the Pearl, Ghost Bus make SA visit great fun
(Continued from Page 1)

The Bulletin is good for your business.
Call (979) 849-5407.
Shop Locally First

or cultural value, my youngest
daughter’s enthusiastic reaction
consisted of her repeatedly asking
either, “Is it almost over?” or “How
much longer?”Although the show
was beautiful, the summer heat and
the unforgiving paving stones in
the plaza made sitting there a truly
punishing experience for those of us
who lack sufficient padding.
On day two of the trip, my wife
had a business meeting, so my
daughters sweet-talked me into
renting electric scooters to ride
from our hotel to the Pearl District, a trendy shopping area on
the grounds of the former Pearl
brewery complex. While the girls
thoroughly enjoyed navigating the
city streets and several dangerous
construction zones on their scooters, I felt like an inebriated walrus
on a balance beam.
Fortunately, the Pearl District is
a scooter-free zone, so I could try
to regain my dignity once we were
on the property and my daughters
had turned their attention to spending. Their primary object was an
upscale bakery/cafe full of hipsters
wearing skinny jeans and excessively groomed facial hair. Although
I enjoyed the air conditioning, I
suddenly found myself bankrolling
a rather extravagant snack of Parisian macarons and designer waters
in glass bottles that my daughters
assured me were “really cool. “
Our final day in San Antonio culminated in a nocturnal tour aboard
the one and only “Ghost Bus,”
a tricked-out passenger shuttle
promising to take us on a fascinating jaunt through some of the most
haunted parts of the city,- for about
the price of a new set of tires for
the Ghost Bus.
The tour was led by a vivacious
young lady in Victorian dress who
handed us all a mini flashlight and
a battery-powered “ghost meter”
that looked suspiciously like something sold in the electrical department at Home Depot. Along with
the interesting narration aboard the
Ghost Bus, we were encouraged
to disembark and explore a few
sites with our ghost meters while
the bus driver laughed at us. We
didn’t see any ghosts, but we did
enjoy ourselves and learned some
interesting facts about the city, like

how to make a killing by taking a
party bus full of vacationers on a
ghost tour.
Regardless of how often we
travel to San Antonio, the city never
disappoints. We always manage to
have fun, learn something new, and
visit at least two shopping malls.
And we still can’t resist taking a few

photos out in front of the Alamo,
where legendary heroes of Texas
fought for our right to live in the
Lone Star State and max out our
plastic on Parisian macarons, ghost
meters and coonskin caps.
Copyright 2019.
Graves is an award-winning
humor columnist from East Texas.
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Will Rogers quotes are current in today’s political world
(Continued from Page 1)

America. People are taking the
comedians seriously and the politicians as a joke.”
“There is nothing as easy as
denouncing ... It don’t take much
to see that something is wrong, but
it does take some eyesight to see
what will put it right again.”
“There is no trick to being a
humorist when you have the whole
government working for you.”
“Lord, the money we do spend
on government, and it’s not one bit
better than the government we got
for one-third the money 20 years

ago.”
“This country has come to feel the
same when Congress is in session
as when the baby gets hold of a
hammer.”
“The only difference between
death and taxes is that death
doesn’t get worse every time Congress meets.”
“If you ever injected truth into
politics, you would have no politics.”
“The more you read and observe
about this politics thing, you got to
admit that each party is worse than
the other. That one that’s out always
looks the best.”

“Democrats never agree on
anything; that’s what makes them
Democrats. If they agreed with each
other, they would be Republicans.”
“It isn’t what we don’t know that
gives us trouble. Its what we know
that isn’t so.”
“Never miss a good chance to
shut up.”
From reading what Will wrote,
it’s hard to believe he is not living
and writing about our times. I guess
I have always had an old soul,
because I discovered Will’s writings
when I was young. Mom always
took me and my siblings to the
library for the summer reading program, and she took us on outings.
Then she encouraged us to write
about our experiences. When I
read about the life of Will Rogers,
I couldn’t get his story out of my
head. I just had to visit his graveside
to pay my respects. Mom didn’t
drive, but she indulged me. We
caught a Greyhound bus to Claremore, Oklahoma to visit his grave
and museum. I’ll never forget that.
His life and his words became a
part of me. And it’s not just politics
where his words could help today:
”Everybody is ignorant, just in different ways.”
And: “Things aren’t what they
used to be and probably never was.”
I think the world could use a little

of Will Rogers’ humor these days.
Wouldn’t it be great if someone
could come along and make
America laugh again? Because, you
know, to quote Will, “The older we
get, the fewer things seem worth

waiting in line for.”
(Jan wants to hear from you.
Write her in care of The Bulletin.
Email: john.bulletin@gmail.com.
Snail mail: The Bulletin, PO Box
2426, Angleton TX, 77516.)
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A barrage of medical tests, uncertainty stress out patients
(Continued from Page 1)

passed every year since coming
down with a spinal cord disorder
seven years ago. The test requires
drinking enough water to fill
your bladder before going to the
urologist’s office where you empty
the bladder into a device that measures flow.
It’s tolerable, if the timing is right.
But have you ever known a doctor’s
office that operated on schedule?
Too often I would sit in the office in
my wheelchair with a full bladder,
waiting to get called, hoping not to
embarrass myself. I would fidget
a lot.
I didn’t want to go through that
again. So I rebelled and said I didn’t
think I needed this test. To my
surprise, the doctor let me off the
hook ... for a year.
My new-found caution about
some medical testing had been

building as a result of two traumatic
first-hand experiences several
years earlier.
Right after becoming a paraplegic, I went to an emergency room
with stomach pain. The doctor
ordered a CT scan. A solitary
nodule was found in a lung.
He reassured me that most lung
nodules are not malignant and that
was probably true in my case since
I had never smoked. He told me;
however, I should see a pulmonologist, just in case.
The pulmonologist agreed the
nodule probably wasn’t malignant,
but just in case (again) medical
protocol called for me to get a CT
scan every 6 months for two years.
If the nodule didn’t grow, I was in
the clear.
For two years I felt the stress millions of cancer patients feel. Sleepless nights before the test. Stress

during the test. Anxiety waiting for
results. Repeat.
I was cleared after two years but
not before I had absorbed several
doses of radiation. CT scans in
some cases produce the equivalent to about 200 chest X-rays, or
the amount most people would be
exposed to from natural sources
over 7 years.
Several months after being
cleared by the pulmonologist, I went
for my annual four-to-five hour MRI
of the spinal cord and brain.
My wife and I were stunned when
my neurologist told us that the
MRI showed a brain anomaly. He
explained this was either the result
of me moving during the MRI or a
rare brain cancer that claims lives
in several months if not treated or
18 months if treated. He doubted
it was a tumor, but just in case
(again), we had to check it out.
More weeks of stress. More anxiety. More tests, including a lumbar
puncture.
By the time my neurologist got
the final results, I wasn’t too worried. After all, several months had

gone by, and I was still alive and
taking tests.
It turns out even doctors worry
there is too much testing. Several
years ago a group of medical
specialty boards recommended that
doctors perform 45 common tests
and procedures less often. They
also urged patients to question
these services if offered.
But that is easier said than done.
After my rebellion with my urolo-

Carports and measuring tapes don’t mix
(Continued from Page 1)

assembled at their lot. Everything
from plain Jane to large ones with
buildings attached, and all were
metallic buildings. I quickly found
that there were many considerations
that hadn’t occurred to me - how
tall, how long, how wide and what
pitch did I want roof to be? Did I
want gabled ends and side halfpanels? What color, what color roof,
and what color trim did I want?
I also discovered that permits
were in my domain, and another
company would be the subcontractor to my contractor status.
My status as a builder of anything is well known by how epic the
failure was. Fortunately, I had only
to tell them what I wanted, and they
would modify their standard structure to fit. I went to the Building
Service Department in Angleton,
where permits are issued. I was
lucky they treated me with helpfulness and kindness.
The building inspector and code
enforcement officer even came
to my home to show me the city
easement. We measured 25 feet

from water meter, and this only
left enough room to cover half the
length of my cars. He told me I
would need to get a variance for
10 feet into the easement. He also
gave me advice on how to fill out
the necessary forms.
I called my grandson, and we
drew different colored chalk lines
on the driveway showing easement for the 10 feet of easement I
needed and where carport would
start, so 17.5 feet would be the
length I would need. We took photographs of the labeled chalk lines,
carports already in neighborhood,
and a view down the street, demonstrating that it would not block
any lines of sight. Now I needed to
measure the height of roof in center
of driveway and at the eastern side
of drive. I would do this on my own.
It started to rain, and I was in the
driveway with my Stanley Powerlock 25 foot measuring tape trying
to extend it to the roof of my house.
If you’ve never done this, I highly
recommend it as a form of exercise
involving stretching, contortions,
verbal expletives and throwing for

gist, I had an appointment with a
gastroenterologist because I battle
heartburn. He recommended an
endoscopy.
Reluctantly, I agreed. I am glad I
did. This test actually found something needing attention.
So much for my rebellion against
testing.
(Ernie Williamson welcomes
reader input. Please contact Ernie
at williamsonernie@gmail.com)

distance.
The tape measure would extend
to less than 4 feet, and then it bent
or twisted and dropped by my feet.
It only took 45 minutes to measure
the roof height from center of drive
and the edge of house: 12 feet and
8 feet respectively. I then took a
two-hour nap. I felt I had earned it.
I scanned the completed forms
for the variance, the photographs
of the driveway with labeled chalk
lines, photographs of all existing
carports in neighborhood and all
the construction specifications of
the carport. I emailed this to Building Permits Department
They then forwarded the email
to the Board of Adjustments, which
handles variances and adjustments
to city code. I received a call from
Scott Albert, city manager, that
the Board of Adjustments would
have a hearing on my request for a
variance.
What did they decide? I’ll continue it next week.
(Send comments by
email to editor John Toth at
john.bulletin@gmail.com. Or send
regular mail to The Bulletin, P.O.
Box 2426, Angleton, TX 77516)
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Brazoria Lions donate to ActionS

At the Brazoria Lions Club’s regular meeting recently,
president Marie Hick, left, presented the evening’s speaker,
Breah Knape of ActionS, a donation of $1,000. ActionS is a
non-profit group that provides services benefitting Brazoria
County’s senior citizens.
The Brazoria Lions Club meets the second and fourth
Mondays of each month. For more information on the Brazoria Lions Club, call (979) 798-4444.

Angleton ISD Education Foundation honors contributors
The Angleton ISD Education
Foundation held a Donor Reception
on Thursday, Aug. 23, to honor the
companies, individuals and school
district employees who have contributed to the Foundation.
The reception, held at The Pavilion, 1900 N. Downing, began with a
ribbon-cutting for both the Angleton
and Brazosport Chambers of Commerce. A touching video made by

Angleton’s public relations department, led by Hanna Chalmers, was
shown, which featured several AISD
teachers expressing their support to
some of their favorite students and
inspiring them to do “great things.”
Melba Beken, president of the
Foundation, and Allison Hemphill,
executive director, called out the
names of donors and presented
certificates and awards to those

attending.
Foundation funds help to cover
expenses of special projects and
educational programs and equipment not covered by the Angleton
ISD regular school budget.
An example displayed was “Ken,”
a medical mannequin, which helps
the Health Science students learn
how to perform some basic medical
procedures, such as CPR.

Allison Hemphill, left, executivedirector of the Angleton ISD Education Foundation, presents an award
to BASF, accepted by Cindy Suggs.

Mandy and Clyde Neal accept
an award at the Donors’ Reception
for contributing to the Angleton ISD
Education Foundation.

Angela Neal, AISD Advanced
Academics Coordinator, and Leslie
Schmerber, Health Science Teacher,
with “Ken,” the medical mannequin.
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BRAZORIA COUNTY PARKS DEPARTMENT MONTHLY SECTION

Help clean up our county beaches during fall Texas Adopt-A-Beach Sept. 21
Online registration for the fall Texas Adopt-A-Beach cleanup is now
open! Volunteers will gather in Surfside and Quintana on Sept. 21 and work
together to help clean up our area beaches.

Supplies will be provided, but we recommend bringing your own water and
dressing for the weather. Visit the official Texas General Land Office Adopt a
Beach website to find our locations and sign up.
You can also register by contacting Mike Mullenweg at (979) 864-1152 for
Surfside, and Patty Brinkmeyer at (979) 233-1461 for Quintana.

sNine County Parks.
sA group campground with airconditioned dormitories, cabins, lake
& bayou fishing & wooded trails.
sTwo full-service RV campgrounds
with air-conditioned cabins, lighted
fishing areas, covered pavilions,
playground on the coast.
s23 miles of sandy beaches.
s20 public boat ramps.
sHistorical homes.
sCoastal ecology center.
sBird watching.
sShelling (peak season Dec.-Feb.)
sYear-round Adventure Programs.
sYear-round special events.
Administrative offices
313 W. Mulberry
Angleton, TX. 77515
(979) 864-1541
Brazoria County Parks Director
Bryan Frazier
Board of Park Commissioners
Chairman: Meta Kirby
Vice Chairman: Rex Lloyd
Secretary: Rebecca Hay
Commissioners: Dorman Davidson, Alvie Merril, Paul Wofford Jr.,
Brian Wilmer.
SPONSORS
The Bulletin

Platinum ($2,000)
Freeport LNG; Town of Quintana
Gold ($1,500)
Warehouse Associates (Pirates Alley
Café, Ocean Village Hotel, Beach
House Associates); The Bulletin; Stephen F. Austin 500; Friends of the River
Silver ($1,000)
Olin Corporation

We also thank the many volunteers who help clean the beaches,
stake out trees and sand fencing,
lend a hand with programs, and
add so much to the county’s
parks and to our communities. To
become a sponsor, or to volunteer
in our programs, call (979) 8641541, or email Mike Mullenweg at
mikem@brazoria-county.com

Volunteers from ME Global collect large bags of trash during a past
Adopt-A-Beach event.
Wishful thinking
may have you
feeling like fall
is right around
the corner, but
as long-time
residents of
the Gulf Coast
understand,
the heat is
here to stay for
several weeks
longer. Extreme
temperatures can
be hard on our
bodies, but these
are some of the
steps you can
follow to avoid
health issues.

History Talks to focus on how they used
to settle disputes the old-fashioned way

Stephen F. Austin staff prepares for the final History Talk of the year.
Staff and volunteers at Stephen F. Austin-Munson Historical County
Park have diligently presented discussions focused on early Texas history
since January and are gearing up for their final History Talks address of the
season.
“Death and Honor, Settling Disputes the Old-Fashioned Way” will begin
at 2 p.m. on Sunday, Sept. 8, at the Stephen F. Austin statue in Angleton.
Refreshments will be provided, alongside plenty of discourse regarding the
practice of dueling and insults. Discussions will kick off at the statue again in
the new year.

BRAZORIA COUNTY PARKS DEPARTMENT MONTHLY SECTION

Brazos River County Park re-opens
following major flood damage repairs

After multiple flooding instances in the course of only a few years, Brazos
River County Park has officially reopened to the public.
Though the trails and boardwalk continue to be closed for the foreseeable future, the rest of the park is available for the community to enjoy once
again.
The park is an 80-acre day-use woodland park alongside the Brazos
River, on the north side of the Planters Point subdivision near Holiday Lakes.
There are picnic tables, a playground, a canoe launch, restroom facilities,
and plenty of bird watching opportunities to make your visit as fun and comfortable as possible.
Pavilion reservations can be made by calling the department headquarters
office at (979) 864-1541.

www.mybulletinnewspaper.com
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Parks Department schedule of events
Saturday, Sept. 7, 9
a.m. to noon: Fall Paddling Event #1. Come join the
Brazoria Paddlers Club as they
hold a paddling event on one
of the waterways in Brazoria
County. Bring your own boat
or borrow one of ours. Location to be announced at a later
date. Must complete, or already
have on file, a copy of our liability release form for 2019.
For information or reservations
call (979) 864-1152 or email
mikem@brazoria-county.com.
Sunday, Sept. 8, 2-5
p.m.: Death and Honor. Join
staff discussion of extra-legal
conflict resolution between the
colonists and citizens of Texas
in the early years. Insults,
whether real or imagined, could
be lethal. Our History Talks
series is a discussion based on
primary research - crowd participation is expected. For more
information, call the Stephen F.
Austin park at (979) 849-5965.
Thursday, Sept. 19, 8
a.m. to noon: Volunteer
Trail Workday. Brazoria County
Parks is excitedly adding miles
of new multipurpose trails to
the area. Join the department’s
trail coordinator on the third

Thursday of each month to build
and maintain trails in the parks.
Activities include clearing brush,
leveling the surface and painting
and planting signs. Make sure
to wear sturdy work clothes. For
more information, and to sign up,
contact Mike at mikem@brazoriacounty.com or (979) 864-1152.
Saturday, Sept 21, 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m.: Texas Adopt-A-Beach
Fall Clean-Up. Volunteers gather
at 9 a.m. in Surfside and Quintana
for a general beach clean-up.
Dress for the weather and bring
along some water. Supplies provided; lunch afterward. For more
information, contact the coordinators Mike at (979) 864-1152 or
at mikem@brazoria-county.com
(Surfside), or Patty at (979)
233-1461 or at pattyb@brazoriacounty.com (Quintana).
Saturday, Oct. 5, 9 a.m.
to noon: Fall Paddling Event #2.
Come join the Brazoria Paddlers
Club as they hold a paddling
event on one of the waterways
in Brazoria County. Bring your
own boat or borrow one of ours.
Location to be announced at a
later date. Must complete, or
already have on file, a copy of
our liability release form for 2019.
For information or reservations,

call (979) 864-1152 or email
mikem@brazoria-county.com.
Thursday, Oct. 17,
2019, 8 a.m. to noon:
Volunteer Trail Workday. Brazoria County Parks is excitedly
adding miles of new multipurpose trails to the area. Join the
department’s trail coordinator
on the third Thursday of each
month to build and maintain
trails in the parks. Activities
include clearing brush, leveling the surface and painting
and planting signs. Make sure
to wear sturdy work clothes.
For more information, and
to sign up, contact Mike at
mikem@brazoria-county.com or
(979) 864-1152.
Saturday, Oct. 19, 10
a.m. to 2 p.m.: Kids’ Fishfest
Event at Bass Pro Shops.
Come for a great time learning
to fish. and trying your luck in
the stocked pond. Poles will be
provided while supplies last. or
you can bring your own. Bass
Pro Shops will provide the bait.
and Texas Parks and Wildlife
will provide the Angler Education. For information, and to
register, call Mike Mullenweg at
(979) 864-1152, or email him at
mikem@brazoria-county.net.
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Based on the writings of the Rev. Billy Graham

Display Christlike poise and grace

Q: I serve my community - in
a large city - in the department
and also as a member of the city
council. While I am a Christian
and do my best to live out my
faith publicly, I am careful not to
take on-the-job time to evangelize
others. Still, some of my co-workers ridicule me for my Christian
lifestyle. Where am I going
wrong? - C.D.
A: While Christians in our
nation have not had to endure
persecution for their faith to the
same degree others have around
the world, all Christians at times
will encounter some form of persecution. Remember that Jesus
said that because we belong to

Him, we will be persecuted; but He
was persecuted first. This is one
of the proofs that His Spirit resides
in us. As the book of James says
concerning this, “Count it all joy
when you fall into various trials,
knowing that the testing of your
faith produces patience” (James 1:
2-3).
Our example is Christ Himself.
When He was ridiculed, He did not
respond in kind. Others who are
watching can be impacted greatly
by our poise and grace in the face
of mocking. Many times these very
people will seek us out to ask why
we are different, why we respond
with a loving attitude rather than a
hostile reaction.

It is also important to pray for
those who find fault because
often our Christlike walk convicts their spirits, and they seek
retaliation to make themselves
feel better about themselves.
So prayer is vital. It is difficult to
resent someone while praying for
the Lord to do work in their heart.
The greatest impact we can
have on others is to live a life
that points to Jesus Christ - to be
radiant in such a way that it will
cause others to ask about our
faith in Him.
Tribune Media Services
(Send your queries to “My Answer,” c/o
Billy Graham, Billy Graham Evangelistic
Association, 1 Billy Graham Parkway,
Charlotte, N.C., 28201; call 1-(877) 2GRAHAM, or visit the Web site for the
Billy Graham Evangelistic Association:
www.billygraham.org.)

Let us help you with all your marketing needs
Call (979) 849-5407 for a free consultation

www.mybulletinnewspaper.com
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make a strong impression in the
upcoming week.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Your
natural charm and appeal is at
a high point, and you may have
a specific mental picture of how
you’d like to put yourself together.
A shopping expedition could yield
exactly the items you hope to find.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You
can be both a mover and a shaker
in the week ahead. You can move
mountains when you decide to
work toward something in particular, and you also can shake off any
problems that arise like a dog shaking off water after a bath.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Find
a like-minded friend or partner and
explore unusual places and wideopen spaces. The two of you can
enjoy flights of fancy in the week
ahead that could inspire new goals.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
You have the imagination to see a
genuine opportunity, but you’ll need
to apply practical skills to make
it a success. In the week ahead,
consider the pros and cons on
many levels before you decide to

move ahead.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Be a magician and pull a rabbit
out of a hat. You’ve got the natural
ability to conjure up something truly
inspiring as this week unfolds. Use
good sense coupled with consistent
efforts to make money.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): New and interesting ideas
may stimulate your need to make
necessary changes in the week to
come. Family members may help
you come to see that to make progress you must take the first step.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.
18): You won’t be left in the dark.
In the week ahead, lots of “aha”
light bulbs are likely to go off in
your head, illuminating any dark
corners. Take notes because your
new ideas may be worth a future
follow-up.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
There is a fine line to be drawn
between imagination and symbolism that you may encounter in the
week ahead. Your job or an important project may involve creative
thinking and vision.

History of the World On This Day
AUGUST 27
1660 - The books of John Milton
were burned in London due to his
attacks on King Charles II.
1858 - The first cabled news dispatch was sent and was published
by “The New York Sun” newspaper.
The story was about the peace
demands of England and France
being met by China.
1859 - The first oil well was
successfully drilled in the U.S.
by Colonel Edwin L. Drake near
Titusville, PA.
AUGUST 28
1609 - Delaware Bay was discovered by Henry Hudson.
1830 - “The Tom Thumb” was
demonstrated in Baltimore, MD.
It was the first passenger-carrying train of its kind to be built in
America.
AUGUST 29
1842 - The Treaty of Nanking
was signed by the British and the
Chinese. The treaty ended the first
Opium War and gave the island of

Hong Kong to Britain.
1945 - U.S. General Douglas
MacArthur left for Japan to officially
accept the surrender of the Japanese.
1971 - Hank Aaron became the
first baseball player in the National
League to hit 100 or more runs in
each of 11 seasons.
AUGUST 30
1645 - American Indians and the
Dutch made a peace treaty at New
Amsterdam. New Amsterdam later
became known as New York.
1682 - William Penn sailed from
England and later established the
colony of Pennsylvania in America.
1780 - General Benedict Arnold
secretly promised to surrender the
West Point fort to the British army.
AUGUST 31
1852 - The first pre-stamped
envelopes were created with legislation of the U.S. Congress.
1887 - The kinetoscope was
patented by Thomas Edison. The
device was used to produce moving

pictures.
1920 - The first news program to
be broadcast on radio was aired.
The station was 8MK in Detroit, MI.
SEPTEMBER 1
1807 - Former U.S. Vice President Aaron Burr was found innocent
of treason.
1859 - The Pullman sleeping car
was placed into service.
1939 - World War II began when
Germany invaded Poland.
SEPTEMBER 2
31 B.C. - The Roman leader
Octavian defeated the alliance of
Mark Antony and Cleopatra. Octavian, as Augustus Caesar, became
the first Roman emperor.
1666 - The Great Fire of London
broke out. The fire burned for three
days destroying 10,000 buildings
including St. Paul’s Cathedral. Only
six people were killed.
1901 - Theodore Roosevelt, then
Vice President, said “Speak softly
and carry a big stick” in a speech at
the Minnesota State Fair.

Jumbles: MACAW SCARF HARBOR EQUITY
Answer: She loved making dresses by hand -- “SEW” MUCH

ARIES (March 21-April 19):
The possibilities are endless. In
the week ahead, you might be in
your element in more than one
area of life. Your quick reactions
are relevant at the workplace, and
romantic notions receive a warm
response at home.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
You can appear attractive and
magnetic even while doing basic
things like working out, shopping
for groceries or washing your car.
In the week ahead, you may find
romance even when engaged in
the most mundane tasks.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20):
You’re feeling especially creative
and poetic - your inner troubadour
may sing sonnets celebrating love
in the upcoming week, or you might
want to pick up a brush or pen.
A business meeting may set the
scene for a romantic encounter.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Be
strictly pragmatic and avoid wishful
thinking when you handle money
or contemplate a new purchase.
Be sure to show yourself and your
skills to best advantage in order to
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MR. MORRIS

By Rick Brooks

BROOM HILDA

By Russel Myers

CHARMY’S ARMY

By Davey Jones

ANIMAL CRACKERS

By Fred Wagner

Scramble solutions: use a mirror to check your answers

THE MIDDLETONS

By Ralph Dunagin and Dana Summers

21 Bridge call
22 Hang loosely
23 Star’s statuette
25 Cereal box factoid
28 Mushroom cloud makers
30 Pale
31 __ shadow
32 Tip to one side
33 Etiquette expert Baldrige who
was Jackie Kennedy’s social
secretary

Solutions on the right side of this page
In memory of Greg Wilkinson

DOWN
1 Researcher’s garb
2 Puzzle with a quote
3 Recent medical research subject
4 Org. operating full-body scanners
5 Prepare, as avocados for guacamole
6 Ancient theater
7 “Tradition” singer
8 “Bravo!”
9 “You eediot!” speaker of cartoons
10 Ventriloquist Lewis
11 Delighted state?
12 Prize in a case
13 Fla. city
18 Go-__
22 Overalls material
24 Financier aboard the Titanic
26 Strong string
27 1960s dance
29 Add sneakily
34 China’s Zhou __
35 “In Here, It’s Always Friday”
letters
36 Diminish
38 Enterprise choice
39 Academic figure
40 Southwestern farm owner
43 Rear ends
44 “See ya!”
45 Everycity, USA
46 Tenochtitl‡n natives
49 Where to see IBM and JNJ
51 Deschanel of the musical duo
She & Him
52 Whom to trust, in “The X-Files”
53 Astronomer Hubble
57 PayPal’s former parent
60 Morsel
61 Salmon eggs
62 More than impress
(c) 2019 TRIBUNE CONTENT AGENCY, LLC.

Solutions

COD TUNA BASS SHARK TROUT SALMON MARLIN HALIBUT

Bulletin Crossword Puzzle of the Week

ACROSS
1 Unlike this clue, obviously
5 Driving force?
10 Bar regulars, and then some
14 Bible book before Romans
15 One-named singer with 10
Grammys
16 William of “Broadcast News”
17 Does well at the casino?
19 On
20 URL ending
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37 Concert finale ... and what 17-,
Complete the grid so each row, column
25-, 50- and 60-Across have in
and 3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains
common
every digit 1 to 9. For strategies on how to
41 Comes back with
solve Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk.
42 Hardly scads
44 Beer choice, briefly
47 Part of un mes
48 Ready for the piano recital
50 Opera house level
54 “Ugh!”
55 Climbed aboard
56 Some Neruda poems
58 Hawaiian tuna
59 Snack since 1912
60 Bullied
63 MusŽe Marc Chagall city
64 Ancient Greek region
65 Conversation piece?
66 __ chair
67 Minute
68 Archer of myth
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